The Internal Energy
Placing eq (1) in the the rmod ynamic equation of state yields (2) where E is the internal energy.
Our problem is in the definition and value of in the limit of low densities, because equations for the vapor pressures, P ,,(T), and for the saturated vapor densities, p,,(T), generally are independent. From equations which we used for propane, for example [6] , we find that at p = 0, (hence Tp(p) = 0), the value of Z,Ap) may range from 0 to 
Saturated Vapor Densities
A solution for the problem of eq (2) is to describe saturated vapor densities in terms of their compressibility factors (utilizing the vapor-pressure equation) in such a way that the integrand in eq (2) will extrapolate to a reasonable value as p~O.
The following formulation utilizes temperature, T, as independent variable. If, for a given vapor density, however, the temperature has been found from this formulation by iteration, then T ~ T,Ap) , and the compressibility factor becomes a function of density, Z
(}"(T) ~ Z(}"[To-(p)], as
needed for eq (2), above.
Define the constant Ao == (Ze -1), where Ze -P e/ (Pc' R* . Te) is value of the compressibility factor at the critical point, and the reduced variables,
TI(T) == Po-(T)/Pe, x(T) == T/Te, u(T) == 1 -x,
when the equation for saturated vapor densities,
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Conclusions
By use of eqs (3) and (4) 
is given by in which the integrand is finite in the limit The rms relative deviation of the ethylene saturated vapor densities is 0.07 percent for a total of 29 points, including experimental data from 233 through 282 K, and data from 120 through 220 K derived via the vapor-pressure and virial equations [7] .
Because the equation of state is nonanalytic, the integrations of eqs (2) 
p).
As it is improbable that we ever shall be privileged to compare thermodynamic properties from eq (2) with those from eq (2a), our objective in this report has been to describe the problem, and to give a solution for consideration in all future work .
Appendix A. Ethylene Vapor-Pressure Equation
For use in eq (3), above, our unpublished vapor-pressure equation for ethylene, from the triple-to the critical-point, for P in bar, is 
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